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WHO WE ARE

Since the first ‘glug’ back in the 1870’s, the
Gluggle Jug has become an irresistible
centrepiece for any occasion. The happy
‘glugging’ sound emanating from this fish’s
mouth when liquid is poured at three quarters
full, brings a twist of entertainment and novelty
to any dinner table.
Today, Wade Ceramics has an expansive
Gluggle Jug range: growing from the original jug
to 3 different size versions and a wide array of
colour possibilities. These possibilities allow for
Gluggle Jugs to not only serve as fully functional
decanters, but can also be used for decorative
purposes and to organise a personal space.
Our Gluggle Jugs are only produced using the
finest British raw materials as we are located in
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire. It’s also known as
the Potteries – the traditional home of ceramics
in England and famed across the world. But it’s
not just our location or our unique 200 year
history which sets us apart. With craftsmanship
at the very heart of our company, we’ve
developed an intricate process which ensures
quality at every stage of manufacturing.
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ORNAMENTAL

When it comes to being left on the shelf, our Gluggle Jugs really
don’t mind. From contemporary to trendy, there’s a Wade
Ceramics Gluggle Jug for any interior. The beauty of your décor
can be accentuated with a fresh bouquet delicately arranged in
a Gluggle Jug vase.

ORNAMENTAL
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JUG

Morning, noon and night, our Gluggle Jugs serve as excellent
decanters whatever the occasion. Whether you take your
coffee with a splash of milk, prefer a glass of juice to quench
your thirst or whether it’s a glass of wine on a balmy evening,
there’s a Gluggle size for every instance. In the evening, our
Gluggle Jugs sit elegantly on the dinner table, setting a dulcet
tone for a sophisticated dining experience.

JUG
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ORGANISER

The novelty jug also lends itself to be the most ideal article for
sorting and storing your tools and equipment. From being the
perfect staple piece in any office, to creating a masterpiece in
your art environment, our Gluggle Jugs can be used as a desk
tidy, for holding paintbrushes, or for storing kitchen utensils
when cooking your delectable dishes.

ORGANISER
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USE YOUR
GLUGGLE FOR
§§Water

THE ORIGINAL

GLUGGLE JUG
COLLECTION

§§Wine
§§Milk & Sauces
§§Flowers

Each colour Gluggle Jug is available in three different sizes.
Our selection of sizes gives you creative freedom on how you
choose to utilise your jug.

§§Kitchen Utensils
§§Makeup brushes

SIZE CHART

§§Paintbrushes
§§Pens
§§Ornaments
Extra Large
Approx 10” - 38 fl oz
1.3 Litre Capacity

Large
Approx 8.5” - 24 fl oz
700ml Capacity

Mini
Approx 3.5” - 2 fl oz
50ml Capacity

SOCIAL

FINISHES

If you use your Gluggle Jug
for anything else please let
us know. Use the hashtag
#HowDoYouGlug

We offer bespoke, personalised Gluggle Jugs using a range of
finishing techniques. For example, embossment or debossment
can be complete on minimum order quantities of 1,000. We can
also add print or even hand paint on orders of 250.

COLOUR CHART
To ensure we cater to every taste, our Gluggle Jugs are available
in 25 distinctive colours.

Black

Dark Grey

Light Grey

White

Yellow

Lime Green

Moss Green*

Green

Sea Green

Sage

Turquoise

Sea Blue

Cobalt

Pale Blue

Cranberry*

Nantucket Red*

Paprika

Orange

Mandarin*

Terracotta*

Egg Plant*

Lilac*

* Orders can be placed for a minimum of 100.

SPECIAL
COLOURS

Copper

Pearl Lustre

Blue Lustre
*Colours seen may varey.

HOW TO ORDER
Contact us directly at www.wade.co.uk to make enquiries
regarding our Gluggle Jug range and other collections.
Alternatively, please contact one of our main distributors below.
UK

UK

Gluggle Jugs
glugglejugs.co.uk

Eddingtons
eddingtons.co.uk

Mainland Europe

US

Gluckigluck
gluckigluck.de

United Global Products
amazon.com
Canada

Cambridge Environmental
cambridgeenviro.com

WADE CERAMICS
Bessemer Drive, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire, ST1 5GR, UK
T: +44 (0) 845 481 0206
F: + 44 (0) 845 481 0207
E: enquiries@wade.co.uk

wade.co.uk
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